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TEST 1 

1) If you painted the walls white, the living room ______ bigger. 

A.-  would look  

B.-  looked 

C.-  had looked 

 

2) You will probably agree ....... me. 

A.-  with  

B.-  for  

C.-  in 

 

3) As of now we still don't know if we will be ....... to fulfil our contract. 

A.-  reliable  

B.-  able  

C.-  capable 

 

4) I often read short articles ....... pets in my favourite magazine. 

A.-  for 

B.-  at  

C.-  about 

 

5) I think learning ....... be interesting because otherwise you wouldn't ever be 

able to succeed. 

A.-  can  

B.-  should  

C.-  must to 

 

 

6) Don't worry, we are quite flexible and can make changes at ....... time 

whatsoever. 

A.-  some  

B.-  any  

C.-  one 

 

7) Can you remember the last time you ....... such an exciting time? 

A.-   have  

B.-   having  

C.-   had 

 

8) To be honest, I have never ....... in a balloon. 

A.-   flowed  

B.-   flown  

C.-   flying 
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9) Really, then it's about time you tried it ........ 

A.-   in  

B.-   out  

C.-   on 

 

10) Are you really suggesting that we ....... actually get into one of those 

ridiculous things? 

A.-   shall  

B.-   will  

C.-   Should 

 

11) Why not? There is nothing to be ....... of. After all it won't be just us in the 

balloon. 

A.-   fear  

B.-   afraid  

C.-   fright 

 

12) You must be joking. Have you forgotten how terrible I felt the last time we 

went somewhere ....... plane? 

A.-   in  

B.-   with  

C.-   by 

 

13) It drives you mad, ....... 

A.-  is it?  

B.-  doesn't it?  

C.-  won't it? 

 

14) No one knows why he ....... those terrible things in the past. 

A.-  do  

B.-  made  

C.-  did 

 

15) He was confused and couldn't ....... up his mind about what to do next. 

A.-  make  

B.-  do  

C.-  made 

 

16) My birthday is _____ 10th January. 

A.-  at 

B.-  in 

C.-  on 
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17) We want to go for a drink after the concert _____ Friday evening 

A.-  at 

B.-  in 

C.-  on  

 

18) He _____ his homework. 

A.-  hardly ever doesn't do 

B.-  doesn't hardly ever do 

C.-  hardly ever does 

 

19) We _____ our mistakes. 

A.-  don't often admit 

B.-  often don't admit 

C.-  don't admit often 

 

20) She knows a lot of ______ facts. She is very ______. 

A.-  interesting / interested 

B.-  interested / interesting 

C.-  interesting / interesting 
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Soluciones: 

1 A 6 B 11 B 16 C 

2 A 7 C 12 C 17 C 

3 B 8 B 13 B 18 C 

4 C 9 B 14 C 19 A 

5 B 10 C 15 A 20 C 
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